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SEMI-DISCRETE AND FULLY DISCRETE PARTIALPROJECTION FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THEVIBRATING TIMOSHENKO BEAM�1)Min-fu Feng Xiao-ping Xie Hua-xing Xiong(Department of Mathematis, Sihuan University, Chengdu 610064, China.)AbstratIn this paper, the partial projetion �nite element method is applied to thetime-dependent problem{the damped vibrating Timoshenko beam model. It isproved that this method allows some new ombinations of interpolations for stressand displaement �elds. When assuming that a smooth solution exists, we obtainoptimal onvergene rates with onstants independent of the beam thikness.Key words: Timoshenko beam, Finite element.1. IntrodutionThe Timoshenko beam model is given by8<: ��xx + d�2(� � !x) = 0 on I;d�2(� � !x)x = g(x) on I;�(0) = �(1) = !(0) = !(1) = 0where the beam is onsidered damped, d represents the beam thikness and I = [0; 1℄.�(x) is the rotation of vertial �bers in the beam and !(x) is the vertial displaementof the beam's enterline(under a vertial load given by g(x)).Analogous to the situation one would meet in studying the Reissner{Mindlin platemodel, the standard �nite element methods fail to give good approximation when thebeam thikness is too small, owing to a "loking" phenomenon. Instead, mixed meth-ods, based on the introdution of the shear term as a new variable, have proved to besuessful([1℄,[8℄,et.). D.N. Arnold[1℄ studied the disretization with emphasis on thee�et of the beam thikness and used a mixed �nite element method{redued integra-tion approah. He obtained optimal-order error estimates with onstants independentof the beam thikness.On the baisis of [11℄, B.Semper onsidered the following time-dependent vibratingbeam equations 8>>>>><>>>>>: �tt + Æ�t � �xx + d�2(� � !x) = 0 on I � (0; T ℄;!tt + Æ!t + d�2(� � !x)x = g(x; t) on I � (0; T ℄;�(0) = �(1) = !(0) = !(1) = 0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄;�(x; 0) = �0(x); �t(x; 0) = �1(x); 8x 2 I;!(x; 0) = !0(x); !t(x; 0) = !1(x); 8x 2 I: (1:1)� Reeived Deember 4, 1995.1) This work was sponsored by State Major Key Projet for Basi Researh.



354 M.F. FENG X.P. XIE AND H.X. XIONGWhere Æ represents a damping onstant.B.Semper disussed some semi-disrete and fully disrete approximations for thismodel.Following Arnold's idea, he also obtained optimal-order error estimates withonstants independent of the beam thikness under the assumption of the regularity ofthe solution of (1.1), whih we will derive in this paper(see Theorem 3.1).As we have known, in studying of the Reissner{Mindlin plate model, Prof. ZhouTianxiao [15℄ proposed a new mixed method:PPM{Partial projetion method of �niteelement disretizations, whih has attrated more and more researhers' interest[2,7℄.Inomparison with Galerkin formulations, this method enhaned stability and is promis-ing for the plate and shell problems. In this paper, we extend the idea of PPM to thetime-dependent problem. Semi-disrete and fully disrete shemes are proposed for thevibrating beam model (1.1). As desired, this method allows some new ombinations ofinterpolations for stress and displaement �elds, and, when assuming a smooth solu-tion, we obtain optimal-order error estimates with onstants independent of the beamthikness .We now give the arrangements of this paper.In setion 2 some notations are olletedand variational formulations are presented.In setion 3 a prioi estimates are derived 3.Inthe following setion new variational formulations are given. In the last two setionssemi-disrete approximations and fully disrete approximations are onsidered and theironvergene are analysed .Throughout this paper we denote by C a onstant independent of h and d, whihmay be di�erent at its eah ourrene.2. Notations and the Original Variational FormulationsAt �rst we introdue some notations. We will use the standard notations for theSobolev spaes Hr and Hr0 with norm jj � jjr, with H0 = L2.The L2-inner produt isdenoted by (f; g) = Z 10 f(x)g(x)dx:Furthermore we denote the dual spae of H�r by Hr. For any vetors 	 =< 1;  2 >;� =< �1; �2 >2 [Hr℄2, we interpret(	;�) = ( 1; �1) + ( 2; �2);jj	jj2r = (	;	)r � ( 1;  1)r + ( 2;  2)r = jj 1jj2r + jj 2jj2r ;(here (�; �)r represents the [Hr℄2�inner produt).We also de�ne the following bilinearforms (for abbreviation, we denote H10 (I) = H10 ; L2(I) = L2 in what follows):For < 	;� >2 [H10 ℄2 � [H10 ℄2; a(	;�) = (( 1)x; (�1)x);For < 	; � >2 [H10 ℄2 � L2; b(�;	) = (�;  1 � ( 2)x);For < 	;� >2 [H10 ℄2 � [H10 ℄2; (	;�) = ( 1 � ( 2)x; �1 � (�2)x);Given any Banah spae V with norm jj � jjV , for any v : [0; T ℄ ! V whih isLebesgue integrable, we de�ne the normsjjvjjLp(0;T ;V ) = (Z T0 jjv(�; t)jjpV dt)1=p; p = 1; 2


